Touch on the “Wow” Factor
Weird or Wacky Always Welcome!
What is the "WoW" Factor?
WEIRD OR WACKY!

What does that mean?
CRAZY COVER GLASS!

CONCAVE AND CONVEX!

DAZZLING BRIGHT DISPLAYS!

WATER IMMUNITY!
TI the Touch Screen Guys!

Deep in engineering laboratories, TI’s R&D team has access to in-house ingredients and additives at their finger tips.

Combined with countless years of industry experience, they can concoct unique, custom solutions for specialized industries with strict design requirements and regulations.
TI the Touch Screen Guys!

Ingredients & Additives

- Cover Glass
- Anti-Reflection
- Anti-Smudge
- Color Filter
- EMI Filter
- Privacy Filter
- Touch Screen
- Polarizer
- Brightness Enhancement

- Anti-Glare
- Gorilla Glass
- Color Decoration
- Mirror / Blinds
- Camera Film
- Chemically Strengthened

- Better Sunlight Readability and Light Transmission
- Reduces Fingerprint on Anti-Reflective Coatings
- NAPS Persistence Blackout
- Reduces Electric Noise (Squelch)
- Security / Privacy
- Multi-Touch Resistive (MTRR): Multi-Touch Infrared Capacitive (ITM), 4.0 Film Resistance, Extreme Effect, Surface Capacitive

- RFID ID Reader
- Bullet Proof Glass
- Optical Bond
- LCD
- Transparent Heater
- Heat Mirror
- LED Backlight
- Haptic Response

- Protects Against Anti-Smudging
- Heat Resistant
- Heats Up for Cold Weather
- Reflects IR Heat
- Sunlight Reflective Low Temperature
- Makes Display Brighter
We Dare You to Dream!

Dream Big
Dream Bright
Dream Colorful
Think Out of the Box
Thank You

Stop by Booth #1235!